
Yes/No/Maybe  © David Hagen, 2010 

   

Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

Luckily, the answer  is now  "yes." 

Unfortunately, the answer  was once  "no." 

Congratulations, the answer  used to be  "maybe." 

Sorry, but the answer  will soon be  not "yes." 

The answer to a different question  will sometime be  not "no." 

A good answer  will always be  for you to guess.  

Certainly, the answer    just what you want. 

In your dreams, the answer    not what you want. 

Happily, the answer    precise. 

Sadly, the answer    not precise. 

Possibly, the answer    impossible to know. 

Your best friend says the answer    blowing in the wind. 

Your worst enemy says the answer    "yes," but for a limited time only. 

Your new friend says the answer    "no," but for a limited time only. 

Everyone knows the answer    "yes," maybe "no" later. 

Someone you like says the answer    "no," maybe "yes" later. 

Someone you trust says the answer    written in the tea leaves. 

Someone new says the answer    seen in your eyes. 

Someone you know says the answer    trying to tell you something. 

A little bird says the answer    keeping you awake at nights. 

The graffiti says the answer    messing with your mind. 

A private eye says the answer    told better by flipping a coin. 

A secret admirer says the answer    revealed in the future. 

A stranger says the answer    "yes" and/or "no." 

 



Preteen Party (PG Rated)  © David Hagen, 2010 

   
Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

The one on your left  is certainly  nice. 

The one on your right  appears to be  mean. 

The one next to you  only pretends to be  sharp. 

The one across from you  wants to be  good looking. 

The one you kissed  will soon be  ugly. 

The one you like best  used to be  intelligent. 

The one you love    clueless. 

One of your friends    musical. 

One of your enemies    artistic. 

One of your classmates    rich & famous. 

One of your old friends    popular. 

One of your teachers    athletic. 

Everyone    telling your secrets. 

Everyone but you    keeping secrets from you. 

Everyone, including you,    speaking from the heart. 

Everyone of your friends    telling too much. 

Your best friend    in love with someone else. 

Your worst enemy    in love with you. 

Your new friend    talking too much. 

Someone you like    acting strange. 

Someone new    acting like a fool. 

Someone you know    telling the truth. 

A secret admirer    telling a lie. 

A stranger    liking you. 

 



Teen Party (PG-13 Rated)  © David Hagen, 2010 

   
Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

The one on your left  is certainly  hot. 

The one on your right  appears to be  sexy. 

The one next to you  only pretends to be  acting promiscuous. 

The one across from you  wants to be  a porno star. 

The one you kissed  will soon be  a movie star. 

The one you like best  used to be  a sex idol. 

The one you love    holding your hand. 

One of your friends    kissing your lips. 

One of your enemies    massaging your back. 

One of your classmates    nibbling your ear. 

One of your old friends    caressing your hair. 

One of your teachers    whispering in your ear. 

Everyone    playing footsie with you. 

Everyone but you    running off with someone else. 

Everyone, including you,    texting you in class. 

Everyone of your friends    sending you naughty photos. 

Your best friend    making eyes at you. 

Your worst enemy    secretly playing around. 

Your new friend    sleeping around. 

Someone you like    sleeping with you. 

Someone new    telling your secrets. 

Someone you know    keeping secrets from you. 

A secret admirer    telling lies about you. 

A stranger    in love with you. 

 



Adult Party (R Rated)  © David Hagen, 2010 

   
Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

The one on your left  is now  getting hot. 

The one on your right  appears to be  looking sexy. 

The one next to you  only pretends to be  acting promiscuous. 

The one across from you  wants to be  a porno star. 

The one you kissed  will soon be  a movie star. 

The one you like best  used to be  a sex idol. 

The one you love    holding your - - - -. 

One of your friends    kissing your  - - - -. 

One of your enemies    massaging your  - - - -. 

One of your colleagues    nibbling your  - - - -. 

One of your old friends    fondling your  - - - -. 

One of your own sex    whispering in your ear. 

Everyone    playing footsie with you. 

Everyone of your friends    running off with someone else. 

Everyone of your enemies    secretly video-taping you. 

Everyone of your colleagues    sending you XXX photos. 

Your best friend    making eyes at you. 

Your worst enemy    secretly playing around. 

Your new friend    sleeping around. 

Someone you like    sleeping with you. 

Someone new    telling your secrets. 

Someone you know    keeping secrets from you. 

A secret admirer    telling lies about you. 

A stranger    in love with you. 

 



In the Workplace  © David Hagen, 2010 

   
Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

The one on your left  is now  coming into some money. 

The one on your right  appears to be  earning big bucks. 

The one next to you  only pretends to be  losing his/her job. 

The one across from you  wants to be  sucking up to the boss. 

The one you like best  will soon be  having a stroke of good luck. 

The one you love  used to be  having a stroke of bad luck. 

One of your friends    quitting his/her job. 

One of your managers    getting a big promotion. 

One of your workmates    making an ass of him/herself. 

One of your old friends    impressing Management. 

One of your bosses    looking for new work. 

Everyone    begging on the street. 

Everyone of your friends    intelligent. 

Everyone of your managers    clueless. 

Everyone of your workmates    very professional. 

Your best friend    very unprofessional. 

Your worst enemy    inspiring the team. 

Your new friend    dragging the team down. 

Someone you trusted    sticking a foot in his/her mouth. 

Someone you like    saying all the right things. 

Someone new    coming up with good ideas. 

Someone you know    in love with you. 

A secret admirer    goofing off at work. 

A stranger    sabotaging your projects. 

 



You in the Present  © David Hagen, 2010 

   
   

Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

You  are certainly  nice. 

Luckily, you  appear to be  mean. 

Unfortunately, you  only pretend to be  hot. 

Happily, you  want to be  good looking. 

Sadly, you  will soon be  ugly. 

Pathetically, you  used to be  intelligent. 

Lately, you    clueless. 

Formerly, you    musical. 

Most importantly, you    artistic. 

Least importantly, you    rich & famous. 

Bizarrely, you    popular. 

Obviously, you    athletic. 

Enviably, you    feeling good about something. 

Of course, you    keeping a secret. 

Unlike the others, you    speaking from the heart. 

Just like the others, you    telling too much. 

Like your best friend, you    in love with no one. 

Like your enemies, you    in love with someone new. 

You, and no one else,    talking too much. 

You alone    acting strange. 

Only you    acting like a fool. 

You only think you    telling the truth. 

I think you    telling a lie. 

Everyone knows you    annoyed about something. 

 



Love   © David Hagen, 2010 

   
Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

My love for you  is now  everlasting. 

Happily, my love for you  is always  honest & strong. 

Fortunately, my love for you  was always  set in stone. 

Our friendship  will forever be  sound. 

Our relationship will always be  rock solid. 

Our shared love  has been  foremost. 

Our true love    worth working on. 

Our partnership    unwavering. 

Our pairing    based on respect. 

Our life together    more than a gold ring. 

Your role in my life    more than flowers & candy. 

Your love for me    something special. 

Happily for me, your love    a model system. 

Fortunately for me, your love    one of a kind. 

Our mutual love    based on kindness. 

Our beautiful love    keeping me sane. 

Love, love, love    messing with my mind. 

All my love    keeping me awake at nights. 

All your love    on the forefront of my mind. 

Gloriously, our love    growing stronger. 

Thank God, our love    running deep. 

By fate, our love    feeling good. 

Miraculously, our love    essential to my life. 

Our love & friendship    invaluable to me. 

 



Do It Yourself   

   
Starting Phrase Middle Phrase Ending Phrase 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

 


